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PREDICTING Et-IT)LOYNENT IN FOUR REGIONS OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES. By 
Lloyd D. Bender, Economic Development Division, Economic Research Service, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Technical Bulletin No. 1529. 

ABSTRACT 

Local employment multipliers (ratio of the n1,1mber of jobs in service and 
support sectors to the number in each basic industry) in rural communities 
vary from place to place and are different for each industry and scale of in
dustry. The predicting model can be used to estimate local service employment 
as f.'mployment in basic industries changes in each community. The prediction 
model works best in regions which conform to the assumptions of central place 
theory. ll1e model should bt= refined further and tested in other regions. The 
resultant statistical model can be applied as a planning tool in local communi
ties. Rapid changes in employment, population, and infrastructure neec'<s in 
rural communi ties accolnpany the trend in manufacturing decentralization <ind 
energy rpsource developmen', 

The study tests a model designed to predict the local service employment 
ilssociated ~"ith employment in basic industries within locul communities of four 
regions of the western United States. Rationale for the model is economic base 
and central place theory. The hypothesus are that local multipliers for agri
culture, mining, manufacturing, and transportation employment are a function 
of the industry, its size, and distance from a major trade center. The model 
is applied to data for nonmetropolitan counties in the Plains, }fountain, Inter
mountain, and Coast regions. Results of statistical tests conform to theoret
ical expectations in those regions where conditions correspond to the assump
tions of central place theory. 

Key ~"ords: Regional analysis, Central place, Economic base, Nonmetropolitan 
communities, Western regions, Employment prediction, Regression, Analysis of 
vari~nce, Cross-sectiQn, Census dGta. 

\~ashington, D.C. 20250 NO·.Tember 1975 
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SUHHARY 


This study inves tiga tes procedures to estimate char,ges in local ancillary 
employment (service or support jobs) in response to changes in the basic sec
tors of the Gconomy of a community. A regression model draws upon economic 
base and central place theory. Local multipliers for the basic industries of 
agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and transportation each are hypothesized 
as dependent upon the scale of the basic activity and distance from a regional 
trade center. The unit of observation is the nonmetropolitan (~!onmetro) coun
ties of thA. western United States clivided into four regions: Plains, Hountain, 
In termountain, and Coas t. 

The statistical model ,{as designed to test economic base and central place 
theory for prediction. Both a priori expectations and standard statistical 
tests of parameter estimates were used as a basis for judging the efficacy of 
the model. In general, signs of the parameter estimates, size of the multipli 
ers, and statistical significance of parameter estimates tend to support cen
tral place and economic base theories. In cases where signs of coefficients 
were illogical, the test of significance proved inconclusive; that is, these 
variables could be dropped from the model without affecting predictive capa
bility. 

The statistical model conformed least to expectations when applied to the 
Intermountain and Coast regions. In these regions, the types of economic act
ivity and their spatial distribution conform less to assumptions underlying 
central place theory compared to the other two regions. Results of the model 
applied to the Plains region yielded the best statistical results and coincided 
with theoretical expectations. 

Statistical tests were for the hypothesis that each industry, its size, 
and its distance from a trade center are important to prediction. In cases 
where statistical tests were inconclusive, an evaluation of results indicated 
conformity to theoretical expectations. Each industry clearly influenced the 
level of anCillary support employment differently. Effect of distance from a 
major trade center proved statistically c.:.)ilclusive in three regions. An eval
uation of resulting multipliers sho,ved dramatic interaction between industry 
and distance. Coefficients of variables measuring effect of industry size 
were significant in only one of tae four regions. Ancillary employment per 
unit of basic employment did tend to decline as industry size increased in all 
but three cases. 

Basic purpose of the model is to predict ancillary employment. Evalua
tions of the model in terms of multipliers were made for theoretical reasons. 
Subject to certain qualifications, the model appears to describe systematically 
the relationships between basic employment and ancillary employment. In cases 
where coefficients for basic industries are not significant, that finding is 
usefuL It implies that little confidence can be placed in predictions of 
local employment change for these cases. Policy makers should know the esti 
mating error associated with predictions. 
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PREDICTING EMPLOYMENT IN FOUR REGIONS 
OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES 

by Lloyd D. Bender, Economist 
Economic Development Division 

Economic Research Service 

Events of the past decade hnve heightened the need for techniques to pre
dict and evaluate anticipated local developments, especially in nonmetro areas. 
Examples are the long~term trend toward decentralized manufacturing throughout 
the country and the more recent energy resource development in the Northern 
Great Plains. Local evaluation and planning attempt to accommodate the infra
structure needs and fiscal requirements associated with new industry and the 
externalities it creates in a community. 

Predicted impacts of changes in the economic base of a community are 
necessary in order to implement local planning. Communities may wish to con
trol development. Tn other instances, they may foster development through 
purposive actions such as the issuance of revenue bonds for industry subsidies. 
In either case, added community costs and revenues generated by development 
are primary considerations. Accurate predictions of local employment impacts 
are the basis for estimating development infrastructure needs and revenue 
flmvs. 

Changes in total employment in an area are viewed in this study as a 
result of changes in employment in basic economic p.c:tivities. Basic activi
ties are those bringing export revenue or transferd.ng income into the commu
nity from outside. Thus, levels of basic activity in a locality are determined 
by forces outside the con~unity. 

Any change in a basic activity produces direct, indirect, and induced 
~'hanges in total eP.1ployment. The direct effect is defined as the change in 
L'r.lphwmt>nt in the basic activity. Indirect employment effects stem from basic 
;h'tivitit's ,.;hich purchase supplies and services from other local firms and in
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dustries. Finally, the induced effect is the change in employment in retail 
and other s~rvice firms, \l7hich depends upon the level of both basic and indi
rect employment. The change in ancillary support employment (indirect and in
duced effects) per unit change in basic employment is called the multiplier in 
this study. The change in total employment is equal to the sum of changes in 
basic employment and ancillary employment. 

This general theory has been made operational in impact analyses for both 
large and small regj ons. But current techniques, of ~vhich input-output is an 
example, are often expensive or lose accuracy when applied to local, rural 
economies. In this study, the theory is rationalized and tested as it applies 
to local economies. 

OBJECTIVE AND PROCEDURES 

This study develops and tests an empirical model for estimating ancillary 
support employment in nonmetro communities once basic employment is known. It 
uses multiple regression on cross-section employment and allied data to esti
mate parameters for nonmetro counties in the ~vest. Regions analyzed are: 
Plains, Hountain, Intermountain, and Coast (fig. 1). Published secondary data 
\.Jere used in order to minimize costs, provide ease in updating, and give con
tinuity bet\.Jeen regions. 

The hypothesis to be tested is that the employment multiplier computed 
for each basic industry will vary by community (location), type of industry, 
and scale of industry. ~Iodel specifications permit computation of a multi
plier for each industry which takes on different values. The hypothesis 
assumes that a multiplier incorporating these elements is superior to any sin
gle-valued multiplier representing the relationship between basic and ancillary 
employment. 

THE EHPLOYMENT ESTIMATION HODEL 

The statistical model dra\vs upon inferences from economic base and central 
place theories. Economic base theory asserts that autonomous changes in basic 
activities result in a multiplied change in total employment. The changes in 
basic activities are influenced by supply and demand forces outside the local 
community. 1/ Central place theory implies that the multiplier may be differ
ent at each-central or city location. The reason is that each type of central 
place or trade center performs different economic functions, which in turn in

1/ Charles H. Tiebout, The Community Economic Base Study, Committee for 
Ec'Onomic Development, Supplementary Paper 16, Dec. 1962, pp. 1-82. 
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Figure I 

Study Regions of the Western United States 

PLAI:"JS---7 

fluence local spending patterns. In general, the number of different types of 
economic functions found in a central place increases with the population size 
of the place. 2:..1 

Implications of these theoretical considerations for this study are: 

1. ~Iultipliers ,.;rhich vary with the location of the community in economic 
space are required, i.e., multipliers should reflect local economic conditions. 

The propensity of firms and consumers to spend and respend locally 
is the fundamental multiplier concept. Spending and respending by 
people and firms in their mm communities are determined by prices 
and the range of services and goods offered locally in relation to 
other locations. Small local service centers tend to caLer to the 
everyday demands of consumers and firms in the inunediate vicinity. 
But, the local service center is often by-passed by consumers for 
larger trade centers offering specialized and complex services and 

~I Brian J. L. Berry and William Garrison, "Recent Developments in Central 
Place Theor)r, II papers and proceedings of the Regional Science Association, 
4:107, 1958, pp. 109-120. 
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capital goods. The larger, regional trade center has a complex econ
omy ,.,rhich fulfills local demands plus the specialized needs of firms 
and people in tne whole region. The location of a place with respect 
to its regional trade center is expected to reflect the propensity of 
firms and individuals to spend locally. 

2. :1ultipliers for each basic industry are desirable becaLlse antiCipated 
impacts on a local community are likely to be different for each industry. 

Each basic industry in a community is expected to generate different 
levels of ancillary support employment because of different derived 
d",mands. Each basic industry likely uses different quantities of 
factor inputs and marketing services. And, chances are that only part 
of the inputs and services can be purchased locally; the remainder 
must be purchased in other service centers. The proportion purchased 
locally is influenced by the range of services provided locally and 
the transportation. cost of m.Ning the services and inputs from the 
center in ,"hich they are available for purchase. The dis tance between 
the cOI1Ullunity and this center (assumed to be a regional trade center 
in this study) serves as an estimate for the availability and competi
tiveness of local services. 

3. ~'lultipliers ~.,rill vary ,-lith tile scale of industry. 

The multiplier for each basic industry \vill depend in part on the 
size of that industry--the scale effect. In this case, the effect 
of additional basic industry employment on ancillary employment \.,rill 
depend upon the cost structure of the supportive activities. Prices 
of goous and services in small communities may be higher than in re
gional trade centers. The difference will be the cost of travel to 
a trade center and transfer costs of the goods or service. Service 
firms in small communities may not be large enough to attain low-cost 
operations. High levels of derived demand should result in lower 
costs and, eventually, lo\..rer supply prices. Local supply firms would 
become compt\titive with firms in regional trade centers; hence, busi
ness would tend to be conducted locally. Fewer resources per unit 
l1lltput ,,'QuId be required if this theory is valid. 

The Hodel 

Th<.' d<.'penut:'nt variable--ancillary employment--is total employment minus 
agri,'ultural, mining, manufacturing, and that portion of transportation employ
ment consiJered basic. TIlese sectors are exogenous elements of the local econ
omy of primary interest in this study. The amount of anCillary employment 
,tsSl)L'Llled "Hh L'ac:l industry t.l(;>oretically is a function of type of basic ac
t ivity, ..,,'alt> nf indust1-Y, and location CIt the industry in relation to regional 
t r;ldt' ,;~'ntL'r$. As \vill bl' explained below, the specification of the model re
flt,\~ts t:h'SQ n,.'LlLh'IlBhips. Total L'mployment estimates associated with a given 
h'Vt'l (\1' b,1$ h' I.'mph)yml'nt can bl~ calculated by summing ancillary employment 
"h t im;lt t'S ,m,i b;lS ic l'm;lloymt,>n t . 
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Additional ind~pendent variabl~s in tile statistical equation are linear 
expressions of variables \vhich ndjust for other autonOmous influences on the 
economic bases oi the local economies. T~ese variables reflect activities 
whidl playa support role \.,hen considered a part of a regional economy but are 
basiL~ to the local economy. A concentration of government activities, or the 
presence of universities, medical services, or institutions are examples. 
While they might serve a local function, a major port jon of their clientele are 
from outside the local corrununity and revenue flOt.,s into the local economy be
cause of their location. Furthermore, travel and tourist-related activities 
constitute an important part of a local economic base. 

The imlependent variables accounting for these activities are defined pre
cisl'ly belo..., and are explained only briefly here. An inordinate number of 
local government t:.'mployees indicates local support of activities \.,hich serve a 
regional clientele. In addition, a school may serve a State, region, or multi 
county district. The number of students in group quarters and a durruny variable 
for pcesence of students in group quarters is designed to measure this basic 
activity. TIle influence of penal and other institutions such as old age homes 
is indicated by the number of perSons in group quarters in these institutions. 
The importance of travel and related activities is measured by the number of 
hotel and motel employees in a county and a dununy variable \.,here these data are 
not reported. 

Finally, the variable median family income corrects for the effect of in
COme level on the demand for local services. A higher income in a rural set
ting can initiate conflicting influences. On the one hand, it allows consumers 
to travel greater distances for goods and services. At the same tine it tends 
to increase demand for the convenience of local goods and services. 

The independent variables are defined as: 

A = 1970 agricultural employment 

DA the cross product of distance and agricultural employment, A )j 

') 

D~A the cross product of distance squared and agriculture )j 

A 
2 

= the square of agricultural employmen t , A il 

)1 1970 mining employment 

product of distance and mining employment, H 11DH = the crass 

2
D H the crosS product of distance squared and mining )j 

., the square of mining employment !!...I'l 

1/ Distance is miles from the largest city in a county to a regional trade 
center. Regional trade centers are listed in app. table 8. 

!2..1 The squared employment terms in this model are hypothesized to measure 
effects of scale of industry. 
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F 1970 manufacturing employment 

DF = the cross prouuct of distance and manufacturing employment, F 1..1.) 

the cross product of distance squared and 
D"-F 

manufacturing 1/ 
') 

F~ the square of manufacturing employment if 
T 1970 baSic"" transport employment ;}j 

the cross product of distance and basic transport employment, T ]./ 

the cross product of distance squared and basic transportation if 
'J 

T':' the square of basic transport employment if 
V = basic local government employment in 1970 calculated in the same 

manner as the variable T above J2.! 

I = 1970 institutional population 2/ 
c number of college students in group quarters, 1970 

Cd dununy for location of colleges where 1 = no students 

H number of motel and hotel employees in 1970 

Hd dummy for location of motels and hotels ~.,here 1 no motel or
hotel employees in 1970 

y = 1970 median family income 

All data used in the study were taken from the 1970 U. S. Census of Popu
lation and County Business Patterns. 

~! The transportation variable was calculated by using a location quotient 
as 1'0110\.,8: Tj = T'j - (X.k); k = 1970 transportation employment in a region's 
c.ounties divided by totalJemployment in those counties, Xj = 1970 total emplcy
ment in county j, and T 'j = transport employment in county j. The value of T. 
'V'.1S constrained to nonnegative values. The difference between total 1970 J 
transportation employment in county j and T. was added to ancillary employment 
in county j. This variable ~"as meant to ac~ount for railroad support centers. 

!l..! The local government variable was calculated by using a location quotient 
in the same manner as the basic transportation variable ~.,as calculated. In 
this C,J.s,", , no adjllstment was made in ancillary employment because the source of 
rlat,l \lTdS n~lt a part of the census employment series. 

Jj Institutional population is the Sum of penal, old-age home, and other 
persons in group quarters in 1970. 
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Specifications for Agriculture, Mining, 

Hanufacturing, and Transportation 


i:~onmetro communities tend Lo be specialized in one or more of four basic 
industries: agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and transportation. These 
four are assumed to be especially important in this study and are designated 
by the symbols A, H, F, and T, respectively. 

The specification of each of these four in the prediction equation (in 
order to take into account type of activity, scale, and distance) is: 

EquaLion I 


'J 2 

ANC .• b IX.. + b? X.. D. + b 3X' . D-: + b 4X, . 

1.J 1.J ~ 1J J 1J J 1J 

where: ANC .. ancillary support employment associated with basic 
1.J industry i in county j; 

X. . basic employment in industry i in county j;
1.J 

i agriculture, mining, manufacturing, or transportation; 

D. 	 distance county j is from a regional trade center; 
J 

b estimated parameters; and
k 

j county observation. 

The X. variable assures that the multiplier for each industry can be different. 

The xi1. 
variable specifies that the multiplier for each industry can vary 


2 

depending upon the scale of industry activity. The terms X.D and X.D imply1 1 

that distance from a major trade center has a nonlinear effect upon ancillary 

employment. Each of the four basic industries are entered in a full model in 

the above manner. 


Theoretical Evaluations of the Multipliers 

Since each basic industry is independent of the other, that portion of the 
full model applying to one industry (as expressed in equation 1) can be eval
uated by itself. Theory suggests a graph of the relationship between ancil 
lary support employment associated with an industry and employment in that in
dustry as illustrated in figure 2 for a given distance (D). 

Equation 1 specified as a polynomial with cross-product terms has several 
interpretive features. First, the intercept value is zero implying that no 
ancillary support employment is required without basic industry employment. 
~ext, the sign of the term b4 determines the inflection of the curve of ancil 
lary employment associated \"ith j', ·"try Xi; that is, a negative sign results 
in the curve increasing at a d~CI ~s~ng rate to some point a. A priori point 
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a should be beyond the range of the relevant empirical data. Finally, the 
curve tvill be different at each distance as illustrated in figure 2 CD and Dr). 

The average multiplier is the slope of a radius vector passing through the 
origin to a point on the curve as shown by r in figure 2. Its value at each 
level of X. is the value of equation 1 divided by X.: 

~ ~ 

Equation 2 

ANC .• blX .. + b2X ..D. + b 3X.. D~ + b4X~'1.J ~ J 1.J ] 1.J ] 1.J 

X.• X ..
1J 1.J 

The average multiplier has a different value at each level of X. and for each 
distance as required by the hypothesis. 1 

The value of the partial derivative of equation 1 for a given D value is 
the incremental mUltiplier. The partial ,,,ith respect to X.. is: 

1J 


Equation 3 


JANe .. 

1J = 


1,. 
, .\. .. 

1.J 

Figure 2 

Theoretical Impact of Basic Industries on Ancillary Employment 

ANC ii associated 
t 

with x..
IJ 

s 

E 
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In graphic form, it is the slope of the tangent to a point on the total curve 
as shown by t in figure 2. The incremental multiplier also has a different 
value at each level of X... 

~J 

Graphics of figure 2 demonstrate that a multiplier appropriate for one 
level of output cannot be applied to any other level. To do so would be equiv
alent to following ray r out from the zero point of Xij . Therefore, the model 
cannot be used to generate multipliers at one level of Xi· which are then 
applied to estimate a higher level of Xij. The utility oi the model is that 
ancillary employment is estimated without explicit use of multipliers. Mul
tipliers in this study are for expository purposes only. The concept is use
ful to frame a model which then can be used to test hypotheses. 

illfPIRICAL TEST OF THE MODEL 

The model was tested using data for the four regions. ~/ The regional 
division takes into account physiographic features (soil, climate, and temper
ature configurations), economic activities, and settlement patterns. 2./ 
Selected characteristics for the nonmetro counties in these regions are shown 
in table 1. 10/ Each region has unique characteristics which are the basis 
for the delineation. Counties in the Plains region are dominated by agricul
ture which is spread more or less evenly across the region. The region is pre
dominately rural, and towns are small. Natural barriers to highway travel are 
minimal in contrast to the Mountain and Intermountain regions. Mountain and 
Intermountain regions are also predominately rural but are not as dependent on 
agriculture as the Plains. Mining, manufacturing, and transportation are also 
important, but each activity terids to be specialized in local economies with 
an uneven spatial distribution. The Coast region tends to be dominated by 
metro places. The nonmetro counties tend to be large both in size and popu
lation with location near metro centers. The economies of Coast counties are 
more diverse than those of the other three regions. Conditions in each region 
may not fit the assumptions underlying central place theory if spatial distri 
bution of basic activities is uneven or natural travel barriers exist. Since 
conditions in the four regions are so different, they provide an excellent test 
for the model. 

~/ All North and South Dakota counties were included for adequate repre
sentation in the Northern Great Plains. 

2./ Suggestions of Calvin Beale were used extensively to make this delinea
~ion. For reference, see Donald J. Bogue and Calvin L. Beale, Economic Areas 
of the United States, Ne\\T York: The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961. 
10/ Nonmetro counties are defined as those which are not in or on the border 

ofan SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) in 1970. This designation 
excludes the dominant effect of urban centers on the data. An SHSA is defined 
by the Census Bureau as a county or group of contiguous counties (except in 
New England) containing at least one central city or twin cities with at least 
50,000 population. 
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Table I--Number of counties and average nonmetro county 
characteristics, 

Item 

Number of cOLlnties 
Metro 1) 
kl/o,lmetro 

Population of largest city 
Niles to trade center 
Total population 

Urban 

Rural nonfarm 

Rural farm 


Total employment 
Agriculture 
Hining 
Hanufacturing 
Transportation 
Hholesale & retail trade 
Professional & related 
All other 

Median family income(dollars): 

four regions, western U.S., 1970 

Region 

Inter-Plains :'[ountain 
mountain 

191 129 107 
10 11 6 

181 ll8 101 

Nonmet~_o county averages Jj
4,796 6,410 

83 72 
9,765 14,077 
3,990 6,761 
3,484 5,767 
2,292 1)550 
3,475 5,158 

744 641 
62 157 

212 635 
198 352 
700 1,032 
682 956 
878 1,385 

7,200 8,367 

1/ Coun ties in or on the fringe of designated SMSA I S 

text footnote 10). 
l/ Heans of county data. 

6,779 
III 

15,350 
7,538 
6,720 
1,091 
5,018 

426 
293 
425 
334 
961 
965 

1,614 
7,472 

Coast 

104 
37 
67 

11,031 
41 

40,668 
19,632 
18,920 

2,116 
13,660 
1,327 

151 
2,403 

809 
2,645 
2,367 
3,960 
8,738 

(see SHSA defini tion in 

Source: U.S. Census of Population, Bureau of the Census. 
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~egion Differences 

A stanuard analysis of variance was used to test whether data for contig
uous regions could be pooled. 11/ The re$ults (app. table 1) s11m., significant 
differences for all combinai.:.ions eXc8pt one, indicating that data for the four 
regions should not be pooled for purposes of analysis. The equation tends to 
have different expl:'1l1al:ory properties for individual versus pooled regions. 
Thus, the results which follow are reported for eac~ region. 

Hetro and Nonmetro Differences 

Data also \vere tested for the purpose of det~rmining whether metro and 
tlonmetro counties \.,ithin each region should be combined for analysis. 12/ The 
F ratios all imlicate a much higher additional mean square error for the n+m 
equations. \vhere all observations are combined than can be attributed to Cllance 
at F 01 level of probability. 13/ These tests indicate the observations 
for ~eEro and nonmetro counties should not be pooled for analysis because the 
t,vo sets of data do not obey the same relations. Thus, the remaining discus
sion and analyses will treat only the nonmetro counties of the four regions. 

~[ulticol1inearity 

Parameter estimates of equations exhibiting high levels of interdependence 
among the independent variables often are unstable values; that is, a change in 
the model specification (for example, deleting or adding variables) will pro
duce different parameter estimates and levels of confidence of those estimates. 
lwo measures of multicollinearity were used in this study: The simple corre
lation matrix, and ~oefficient of determination (R2) when eacl1 independent var
iable was regressed upon the others in the model. 

For the most part, multicollinearity is not a severe problem. 14/ Of the 
ratios in app. table 2, only 16 are .70 or larger, the largest three being .88, 

ll/ J. Johnston, Econometric :>tethods New York: HcGra\.,-Hill Book Co., 
1972, p. 198. The estimating equation was fitted successively to the pooled 
data for each combination of contiguous regions and the resulting mean sum of 
squares residual was related to the sum of squares obtained when the same equa
tion was applied to each region separately and then summed for comparable sets. 

12/ The conventional test described in text footnote 11 was used for the 
Coast region. For the other three regions, the number of the m, SMSA counties, 
< k, the number of variables in the equation. In this special case, the method 
suggested by Johnston (p. 198) is used. 

13/ The F ratios are: Plains 6.30; Hountain 16.32; Intermountain, 40.37; 
anJCoa" t, 197.88. 
~/ Since the cross-product and squared terms for each of the four basic 

industries, and dummy variables for colleges and motels and hotels are known 
to be interrelated with the respective base variable, and are to be interpreted 
as a set, they were treated as shown in app. table 2. 
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.137, and .85--all in the Plains region. The simple correlation coefticients 
(r) presented in app. tables 3-6 confirm that individual variables are not 
highly correlated \.]ith each of the other independent variables, except foY." the 
cross-product, squared, and dummy variables. 

!nterrelationships Between Distance and Industries 

The distance is included in t~e estimating equation to reflect the hypoth
~si$ that diJtance affects availability and cost of local goods and services. 
This is part of the basic rationale for expecting a location effect on the 
multipliers. In order for the distance variable to serve as a surrogate meas
ure of propensity to consume locally, it is ,n necessary but not sufficient 
conuition that location \.]itl; respect to a trade center b. independent of the 
size und mix of basic sectors. If the distance variable were associated close
ly with the size of each indus try in a sys tematic pattern, then little \.]Quld 
be gaineu by including it in the estimating equC}tion; that is, it would be a 
rt~uundant variable reflecting only the relationship between size or mix of in
dus try and anc il.Lary employment. I f distance were associated with the relative 
size of an industry, then it would make a contribution to the estimating 
equation but not as hypothesized, i.e., distance would merely reflect differ
ences in the mix of industries in economic space. 

The independence of distance from a major trade center and size of each 
of the basic industries \.]as tested. Simple correlations between distance, and 
absolute and relative size of agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and basic 
transportation employment show that only very small relationships exist (app. 
tablt! 7). The largest r was 0.28. It can be concluded that no systematic 
relationship exists betwQen size and mix of basic industries, and distance to 
major trade centers in tile \.]estern regions. Because of these results, the 
hypothesis l-'hich can be tested is that multipliers will vary from one commu
nity tt) anoth~r because of differences in the cost of obtaining goods and 
s~rvices from a designated major trade center. The assumed effect of distance 
entered us a quadratic in the estimating equation is that it does reflect 
propensity to consume locally. 

Statistical Results 

RegreSSion results are ShO~l in table 2. Each equation had extremely 
high overall F values. 15/ The closeness of fit is indicated by R2,s ranging 
from 90 to 97. The signs of the coefficients in all equations were reasonable 
except in t~ree instances. In each of these cases, the coefficients of the 
variables were not Significant. Unexpected signs in two cases were for the 
,~ot!fficiE-.·tlt for the hotel dl,muny (Hd) in the Plains and Intermountain regions, 
implyin~ that count ies '''it' ~ut hotel accommodations reported have higher levels 
of an.."ill<lry t~mployment than counties with accommodations. Third, the trans
p,)rt cL)L'fftcient in the Coast region has a negative sign on the first term, 

1fl! The F ratios are: Plains, 204; Hountain, 47; Intermountain, 30; and 
C\hlS t , 34. 
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Table 2--Regression equations. nonrnetro counties, 
four r~gion9, western U.S., 1970 

---------_._-----"----------- --------,-------
Region 1/ 

----------~-----,----------.----Varlahlt:' 
Plains Hountain .. Intermountain .. Coast 

---_._---- ----- ---,--------,---------
l~l~r:.l'S.S i,~I~_':I'_'~tLLc t l:'~,.:-; 

AgriL~ul lure 
1. 97798 2.6835Sl2'''S93A .84520l 
-.01548 -.02581DA .01264 -.02096 ** 

') r-.00004 M~ . 00012 .00003 -.00010r ** 
" -.00008 -.00009

U""1\ 
-.000391 -.02096A~ 

~(ining 1.16875
H 1. b037b~ 1. 33238~3'5274b~ -.00438 -.00312 .06632m! -.02854'1 

-. 00011 ,~* -.00003 ,,<* -.00030
I/H .00018 

') -.00114
H'" -.00152 .00007 .00001 

Hanufncturing 
3.4799s 1. 2S47S3.S3614

s.S7243f -.01l63
F 
DF -.04394 ** -.03790 ** .00992 ** ** 

" .00013 -.00005 .00023 
D~F .00019 
F'" 

., 
-.00010 -.00025 -.00061 .00002r r r 

Transportation 
s.27339 1. 326} 3 6.19336 -6.33368T 

DT -.011770 .09378 -.02104 .02410 
-.u005402T -.00027 ** -.00045 -.00042 

.013471'2 -.00419 -.00018 -.00121r 
3.00432

Local gov't. V 1. 43666 2.26497 2.06611 


.40367 1. 62298* 1. 37151*
Institutions I 1. 46407** 


Colleges 

1. 30778* .86221.78834** .90484**C 

-557.00075 -3,427.90654**-832.61111** -1,397.50301**Cd 
: 

Hotels 
.89831 12.91496** 6.43467

H 1l.42315** 
-626.14250729.60372 -1,041.61287 476.81607Hd 

.17253 .34749.10357 .15230Income t 
" 

- 571.35482 1,540.27082Inten"ept -751.13764 878.31682 


R~ 

, 
.97 .92 .90 .95 


1..1 gignifh~,H1t F values when v~riable or set of variables excluded from full 

m~}Jt"ls 8110....'11 by F.Ot** and F. 05 *· 
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but neither- the complete set nor anyone taken singly is significant. The 
lack of significance for the coeffL::ients of the variables with unexpected 
signs means that tney can be excluded from the model without reducing esti 
mating efficiency, and that the hypothesis with respect to that variable 
remains unconf inned. 

Tests of Hypotheses 

The analysis is a statistical test of the effect of agriculture, mining, 
manufacturing, and basic transcontinental transportation activities on ancil 
lary support employment. These effects are hypothesized to be a function of 
the size of each activity, and the distance from a regional trade center. 

lite statistical test of these hypotheses is a standard analysis of var
iance. l!!.../ Each set of the elements was dropped from the full equation for 
each region. The resulting increase in residual sum of squares was compared 
to)Lhat of the full models. For the industry test, the complete sets eX, XD,
XD~, and X

2
), \.Jere deleted from the full models. The test for the effect of 

size of industry (that is, the scale effect) was accomplished by dropping all 
the X2 terms for agricu1rure, mining, manufacturing, and transportation. By 
the same .)Loken, the test for the effect of distance was made by omitting the 
XU and XD"- terms from the eql~ations in each region. 

Industry 

The test for each basic industry (agriculture, mlnlng, manufacturing, and 
transportation) is shmm in table 3. Each set of industry coefficients was 
significant for the Plains region. Transportation proved not to be significant 
in the remaining three regions. Hining activity did not contribute signifi 
cantly in the Coast region. Finally, coefficients reflecting agriculture were 
not significant within the Intermountain region. 

The lack of significance of some of the industry variables mJY have been 
due to insufficient observations. }fining employment in the Coast region, for 
instance, was limited. Only 8 of the 67 counties had mining employment levels 
of 150 or more employees, and only 4 registered 550 or more. Only three 
counties in that region had mining activities constituting 10 percent or more 
of total employment. Agriculture in the Intermountain region is a different 
matter. Counties with agricultural employment over 500 numbered 33 out of 10I. 
It m~y be that agricultural employment in an area of extensive rangeland agri 
culture typified by much of the Intermountain region simply does not require 
significant amounts of local support.. This model does not permit a conclusion 
about the economic impact of these activities in the two regions. 

Ib/ Johnston, £E. cit., p. 198. 
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Table 3--Statistical tests for effect of industry, nonmetro 
~ounties, four regions, western U~S., 19 7 0 

Variable Region 

set deleted Plains Hountain 
: 
: 

Intermountain Coast 

A, DA, 
<) 

D'-A, 2'
A: 6.12 (4,157)** 5.93 

F ratios 1/ 

(4,94)** 0.98 (4,77) 7.05 (4,43)** 

N, UN, 
")

D'-H, 
') . 

H"- : 3.08 (4,157) * 3.82 (4,94)** 4.33 (4,77) ** 0.25 (4,43) 

F, DF, 
?

U-F, 
2 . 

F :60.35 (4,157)** 19.92 (4,94)H 8.54 (4,77)** 18.49 (4,43)** 

T, DT, 
2

U T, 
.) . 

T~: 7 7')
• I " (4,157)** 1.86 (4,94) 1.84 (4,77) 0.81 (4,43) 

lj Bracketed numbers are degrees of freedom associated with each F 
st.ltistic. 

*Significant at F. 05 ' 

**Significant at F. ' Ol 

Size of Industrv 

The effect of size of industry on ancillary support employment is tested 
by deleting the squared terms eX2 ) of each industry. The results reported in 
table 4 are clear. Industry size in each region appears important only in the 
Plains region. The hypothesis is confirmed for only one of the four regions. 
But, since it has theoretical validity, it is reasonable to expect that a scale 
effect does exist but that its influence has not been captured completely in 
this analysis. Additional research is needed to test the hypothesis in the 
remaining three regions. 

Table 4--Statistical tests for effect of industry size, nonmetro 
counties, four regions, western U.S., 1970 

Region 
Variables deleted Inter

Plains Hountain Coast
mountain 

F ratios 
12.53** 1.48 0.69 1.36 

**Significant at F. Ol ' 
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The dLstanct.' hypothesis is ~onfirm~d for three o[ the four regions as 
ShO\V1l in table 5. I n the COilst region, large metro areas are wi thin conunuting 
distance at most nonmetro counties. The average distance is only 41 miles. 

Table 5--Statistical tests for effect of distance, nonmetro 
counties, four regions, western U.S., 1970 

Region 

lnter-Plains }fOuntain CoastmOlhl :..ain _-=--________ 

'1 .) F ratios
,\D, .\D~, .Ul, :-m~, 

FD, 1"0-, TD, TD~ 4.15** 4.25** 8.051<* 0.89 


**Significant at F. Ol . 

Discussion of Results 

This study l,est~d the model for prediction of local ancillary employment. 
Sin~e the degree of multicollinearity is low among the independent variables, 
the equations also allow estimates to be made of changes in ancillary employ
TIlent \vhich are associated with the set of variables for each major industry. 
This capability is tempered by three considerations. First, some variables do 
not exhibit statistical significance. The data used in the analysis do not 
alloW estim.ltes \v1th a high degree of reliability to be made in some regions. 
The second reason relates to the sign associated with the coefficients. In 
each t'ase \.Jhere the signs are opposite those expected from theoretical reason
ing, the coefficients are not significant. 

Finally, special care should be exercised in using the parameter estimates 
for prediction \"hen large changes are expected in basic employment. The 
average 1970 mining employment in counties of the Plains region was only 62. 
Attempting to estimate the ancillary employment impact of a new mine employing 
500 \.Jorkers may be extending the coefficients for mining beyond the limits of 
the data. Estimates from large changes will have a low degree of reliability. 

The analysis does imply that a procedure of using a single multiplier co
l;'fficiL'nt for all basic industries in every locality is inappropriate The 
n~slllts indicnte that local multipliers can vary by industry and locality. Use 
t)f a regional or State coefficient to make predictions of local impacts could 
pnwt.' misleading for planners when this is true. 
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In order to use these ctuestions for prediction, the full model s110 uld be 
used in the foll0wing steps: 

1. 	 Estimate ancillary er.lployment in period t. 

2. 	 Estimate ancillary employment in period t+l. 

3. 	 Subtract ancillary employment in period t and t+l to get change 
in ancillary employment predicted. 

4. 	 Add the anticipated changes in basic employment to tlte predicted 
changes in ancillary employment. 

5. 	 Estir.u.lted total employment in period t+l \dll be actual employment 
in a county in period t plus the predicted change in employment 
estimated. 

Average multipliers calculated for mean values in each region show the 
variability of results by industry and region (table 6). The mean multiplier 
reflects the added local ancillary employment per unit of basic employment 
When all variables are set equal to their mean values. The values for agri 
culture E.:!em reasonable and are similar in those regions where this variable 
set was significant. These values range fro~ 1.33 to 1.41. The values for 
mining in the Plains (2.31) and the Nountain (0.73) regions are substantially 
different. Differences in the type of mining activity could be reasons for 
these large differences. Theory does not indicate the magnitude to be 
exp'.'c ted. The remaining mos t i~portant indus try is manufacturing. Average 
mUltiplier values range from 1.21 to 3.71. The latter value seems high on an 
intuitive basis. Finally, the average multipliers calculated for the Inter
ml.1Untain and Coast regiuns demonstrate illogical results. In each case, the 
multiplier has a negative sign. In both instances, hm-lever, the variable set 
is not significant. 

nle influe~ce of industry, distance, and scale were all statistically 
significant in the Plains region. For this reason, graphs of ancillary employ
ment associated with each industry are presented for the Plains region in 
figure 3. Parenthetically, these evaluations also demonstrate the range of 
data for which predictions are reasonable. Graphed are the results for each 
major industry up to one stand.ard deviation from the mean values for the Plains 
counties. The reader is cautioned that the mean of the distance variable for 
the Plains region is 83.4 miles. 

The effect of distance is shown clearly. For agriculture, for instance, 
a given level of employment will require greater associated ancillary employ
ment as distance increases up to some theoretical limit. The theoretical limit 
represents an interstice intermediate between two trade centers. But the 
effect of distance is not the. same for each industry. For manufacturing at any 
given level. local ancillary impacts are lower at 100 miles than at either 50 
or 150 miles. 

Finally, the effect of size of industry on the average multiplier is pre
sented in table 7. Shmm are the average multipliers for industry employment 
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up to .:lpproximately une standard devi.ation above the mean employment level. 
'fht? variable representing industry size (the Xi term in the estimating 'equa-
tion) was significant for the Plains region only. However, multipliers are 
shotvn ulso for tlte rer.1aining regions. In mas t cases the patterns are the same. 

Table 6--,\verage multipliers at mean values, nonmetro 
counties, fnur regions, western U.S., 1970 

~-..------"-----

V.:lriabll2 ilnd region 

-----------_.,-----

Values of 

Mean 

variables 1) 
Standard 
deviation 

Average 
multiplier 

A&riclllture 
Plains 744 477 1. 33 
Mountain 641 610 1.41 
Intermountain 
etmS t 

426 
1,327 

317 
2,058 

]) .59 
1. 34 

~linin~ 
PLlins 62 193 2.31 
Nountain 157 458 .73 
lntermuulltain 293 697 .62 
Coast 151 496 ~/ 3.21 

Manufacturing 
Plains 212 565 3.21 
Mountain 635 783 2.04 
intermountain 424 573 3.71 
Ct)(1S t 2,403 2,546 1.21 

Transportation 
Plains 36 133 2.27 
Mountain 55 192 2/ 5.74 
Intermountain 45 118 2/ 3/ -1. 38 
Coast 69 130 Ii 1/ -5.32 

1:./ :Iean distances are: Plains, 83.4; Mountain, 72.1; Intermountain, 111.1; 
::tnd C(~ast, 41.0. 
~/ Variable sets were not significant at F.OS (see table 3) . 
1/ Results do not conform to theoretical expectations. 
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Figun' 3 

Ancillary Employment Associated with Each Major 


Industry, Plains Region, 1970 
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Table 7--Effec.t of industry size on average ;.;ultiplicrc" l:l'!w!dr" ,u;lli,'<;, 
four regions, western U.S., 197011 

Region 
50 100 150 200 250 

Number of f::'mployel;:;; 

500 : 750 : 1,000 1,250 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 

Plains 
Mountain 
Intermountr:in 
Coast 

1. 60 
1. 53 

.62 
1. 45 

1.58 
1 - ').J~ 

6') 

1. 45 

1. 56 
1.51 

.62 
1. l14 

1. 54 
1.50 

.61 
1. 44 

1.52 
1. 49 

.61 
1. 43 

Agriculture 
1.43 1. 33 1. 23 
1. 44 1. 39 1. 34 

.59 .57 
1. 41 1. 39 1. 37 

1.13 
1. 29 

1. 34 1.28 1.19 

Plains 
Hountain 
Intermountain 
Coast 

2.32 
.72 
.62 

3.33 

2.24 
.72 
.62 

3.27 

2.17 
.73 
.62 

3.21 

2.10 
.73 
.62 

3.16 

2.02 
.73 
.62 

3.10 

.75 

.62 
2.81 

Mining 

.62 
2.53 

.63 

N 
0 

Plains 
Hountain 
Intermountain 
Coast 

3.22 
2.18 
3.93 
l.J 7 

3.E 
2.18 
3.90 
1.17 

3.n 
2.16 
3.87 
1.17 

3.20 
2.15 
3.84 
1.17 

3.20 
2.14 
3.81 
1.17 

Hanu£acturing 
3.18 3.15 
2.08 1. 95 1.8'1 
3.66 3.51 3.35 
1.17 1.18 1.18 

1. 70 

1.19 1. 20 1. 22 1. 24 1. 26 

Plains 
Hountain 
Intermountain 
Coast 

2.21 
5.74 

21 
I/ 

2.00 
5.73 

21 
II 

1. 79 
5.72 

21 
II 

5.71 
21 
II 

5.70 
21 
II 

Tr ansp'or ta t ion 

1/
]) 

The mean distance in each region is assumed. 
Values have illogical signs. 



In all but three cases, the average multiplier declines as industry size 
increases. In general, this fact indicates that economies of scale are cap
tured in the support sectors as derived demand expands. The instances exhibit 
ing increased average multipliers are mining in the Uountain and Intermountain 
regions and manufacturing in the Coast region. Hm.,rever, the increases are 
,'aminal. 

Overall, tIle statistical model proved most effective in the Plains region. 
In this region, tests of significance and the signs associated with the var
iables coincided with expectations implied by economic base and central place 
theory. The model applied to the remaining regions yielded some parameter 
estimates which are not in accordance with theoretical expectations, or are 
not statistically significant. It appears that the shortcomings ot the model 
can be corrected by minor modifications ~.,rhich ~vill not reduce estimating effi 
ciency. 

RESEARCH CONSIDERi\TIONS 

Additional theoretical and empirical research is needed on employment 
prediction models. It should be recognized that no single model may describe 
systematically the diverse conditions and trade patterns in local economies of 
every region. However, further refinements in this statistical model should be 
tested. The following discussion reflects improvements which could be made. 

Theoretical constructs are needed on designation of trade centers and 
their measurement, the effect of distance from a trade center on the trade 
linkages for various economic activities, and the trade interrelationships 
among isolated hinterland communities. This study used a fixed set of pre
determined trade centers as a point of reference. From these, the distance 
measure was expected to be indicative of linkages. 

The distance variable and its point of reference need refinement. Incor
rect trade center designations may have been responsible for the poor results 
obtained in all regions except the Plains. Travel barriers. ~.,reather uncer
tainty~ and the quality of highways all influence the extent, timing, and cost 
of travel. Better methods to identify trade centers and their sphere of in
fluence could improve statistical results materially. 

The effect of distance from a trade center cannot be antiCipated from 
theory. Distance proved to be important in the Plains region model. But the 
effect on the multiplier was different for each industry. Thus, theory pro
vided no a priori rationale against whic:.h results could be compared. 

Finally, a complete theoretical and empirical model would specify the 
linkages of one community with another and the direction of that linkage. The 
~odel in this study abstracted from the fact that one hinterland county could 
service some of the support service demands of adjacent counties. Only basic 
sectors \"ithio the county in relation to a major trade center ,.,rere hypothesized 
to influence support activities in this study. However, a model should hypoth
esiZe that support activities intermediate bet\veen the regional trade center 
and the hinter land county are important. In order to incorporate this influence 
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into tIle modl'l, a directional measure of trade \vou,ld have to be rationalized 
and quantified. Then, size of activity in adjacent counties could have been 
incorporated into t~e model. 

Some of the problems of specifying a predicting model are due to data 
limitations. The secondary data used in this study are highly aggregated . 
.lhe difference bet~veen extensive and intensive farming ope.rations ~vill affect 
interindustry linkages but are not reflected in the aggregated measure of 
agricultural employment. Another data problem is illustrated by construction 
employment. It is probable that construction is supported for the most part 
by a flO\v of funds into a cor.1lllunity. As such it should be a basic activity. 
But census data often are distorted because large projects depending upon tem
porary pt>rsOllIlcl dominate the observation matrix. 

Finally, a model using cross-section data should be updated periodically. 
The mOlh'l should be add-pted to employment and income series wl1ich are available 
annuallj for small geographic areas such as counties. Certain problems are 
l'vident in all series and special care mus t be exercised \vhen such data are 
lISt'd. Income data, for instance, have problems concerning imputed income, 
trdnHfers. and spending lends and lags. 
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APPFNDIX TABLES 


Appendix table 1--Test of homogeneity for contiguous regions 1:./ 

Regions '.!:i "F" values Degrees of freedom 

P, ,\[ , 1, C 6.545 H 69,375 

P, t-[, I 4.756** 46,331 

H, I, C 4· 815H 46,217 

p', N 4.892** 23,253 

H, I 2. 440"o~ 23,173 

I, C 2.342''<* 23,122 

1/ Values shO\"n are for nonmetro counties. 
J:.../ Abbreviations are: P, Plains; H, Hountain; I, Intermountain; 

and C, Coast. 

**Significant at F. OI ' 
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Appendix table 2--Nulticollinearity among independent variables, 
nonmetro counties, four regions, western U.S., 1970 

Region
Variables Variables 

tested excluded l! Inter-
Plains Hountain Coast

mountain 

R2 

A :DA, 2D A, A2 .65 .60 .55 .74 

DA 
2

:A, D A, 
'1

At. .58 .67 .55 .66 
1 

D~A :A, DA, 
?A .76 .70 .76 .77 

2
A :A, DA, 

?
D-A .87 .59 .55 .59 

N :OH, D
2:N, H 

2 .52 .49 .41 .35 

DH )1, 
2

D H, H2 .51 .27 .17 .30 
.) 

D""H :H, DH, 
? 

~C .52 .46 .21 .30 

tl )1, DH, D2H .48 .45 .41 .43 

F 
?

:DF, D-F, F2 .85 .65 .59 .50 

DF :F, D2F, F2 .72 .51 .46 .45 

D2F :F, DF, D2F .88 .47 .66 .49 

F2 
:F, OF, D2F .81 .66 .49 .41 

T :DT, U2T, T2 .69 .30 .58 .42 

DT :T, 
') 

O~T, T2 .40 .49 .31 .50 

D21' :1', DT, 1'2 .77 .53 .45 .51 
')

T' 'T. , DT, D2T .67 .23 .55 .43 

V .27 .35 .16 .74 

I .44 .43 .33 .72 

C :Cd .70 .35 .55 .38 

Cd C .44 .47 .52 .58 

H :Hd .82 .48 .67 .71 

Hd 'H .69 .. 52 .40 .40 

y .41 .21 .21 .57 

Cross-product and related dummy variables were excluded from equations1:/ 
as indicated. 
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Appendix taul{, J--!'Hmple r' s' for variables of nonmetro 
PLlins rc:gion, western U.S., 197(; ]J 

counties, 

A 
) • 

AJ);AD~: 
" • 

A"': H :~UJ 
1 • 

::·m-: 
'} • 

!-(: F :PD 
.? 'J 

:FD-:F'" 
• 

: T 
" 

:TD 
2'? 

:TD :T- V I : C :Cd H :Hd Y ANC 

A 
AD 
ADZ 
A2 

.134 
.'07 .67 

.72 

.59 

.59 

.60 

.72 

.54 

.50 

.65 

.6(; 

H 
10m 
M02 

N2 

.139 .68 
.89 

.95 

.59 

F 
FlJ 
FD2 
F2 

.57 
.73 

.93 

.57 
.78 

.77 

.51 

.74 

.58 -.61 .9U 

.74 

N 
lJl 

T 
TD 
i]2 .82 

.91 .69 

.63 

v 

I .53 

C -.56 .77 

Cd -.59 

H -.84 .76 

Hd -.71 

y 

ANC 

11 Only values larger than .50 are recorded. 



Appendix t.ablt· 4--Sjmple rls for varlabh's uI IwnJ:iutro 
NOlllltain regiun, westvrn C.S.) 1970ll 

u.lUntit,oj, 

A 
: ') : 

AD:AlJ'-: 
2 : 

A : 1-1 
: 2: 

l-fi):MD : 
'}: 

H~: F ,Fn 
;): 1 

:FO'":F'- T :TD 
: ,) : 
:TD"': 

'J • 

To..: V I C :Cd H :Hd Y 1\:<1; 

A 
AD 
,\1)2 
A2 

.89 
.93 .64 

.61 

.63 

.54 
.59 
.64 

.59 

.65 
.51 

.63 

.51 

H 
rID 
l-ID2 
H2 

.55 
.93 

.96 

N 
0"1 

F 
FD 
FD2 
F2 

T 
TD 
TD2 
T2 

.90 
.92 

.96 
.92 

.HO 

.70 

V 

I 

c -.56 

Cd -.64 

H 
-.1.)) 

Hd 

y 

ANC 

11 Only values larger than .50 are recorded. 



Appl.mJix tab1l> )--Simph· r'H lor v<lriablt,,; nf lllJllJf.l'tru 'I)t.ntip", 
Inltn-r:lOunt.lin rl'gion, wl!~tl'rll e.:; .. 1')/1) ~I 

_________' ___ ~_____ ._",___ "'~_"_. ___ • ___"0'__ ._. ______" ______"_.

-----"- --- "-~~- -_._---~-------"--
: ): '} .,. )2· 2 . 2- 2 

A AD : AlJ _:A_:_ H .1.., HlJ : HlJ : H -=- F FlJ:fD~:F~ T :TD :TD~:T~ £,..!-L-=-_£-.=J.J.;..lL;ll!L:_.l_-'.J\J-C .._ 

A .9] .56 -.Jl .J'3 
AD . .88 .52 .59 
AD2 : .51 ,72 
A .56 .51 .50 

N .54 .92 

HD ' .91 

}[I)2 : 

H 

.7',1 
~F .89 

PD • .89
2'FD : 

F-
,) .51 

tv T .56 -94 
-.J TD ' .89 

T02 : 
,) , 

T-

V 

I 

C ·55 .52 .55 

Cd -.58 

H -.66 .57 

Hd 

y 

AilC: 


!/ Only values larger than .50 are recorded. 




Appvudix tdbh· b--:;imple r I s 
CtJiUt ref~i.()n, 

fur variablf.!s 
w12stern L.S., 

of nOIlmetro 
1970.V 

counties. 

: 2 : 'J : } : ) : .) : .) : 

,__:_,!\__!_ ~~J_:~\!J••:_.!.'C.:.1L..:..J:gL~'i!}:_:_.::f.l.L :1":; ....:..fjJ':":_.I:=-T_:TD 
.? 2 
:TD-:T V I C :Cd H :Hd :Y ANC 

A 
Au .

", 

t!\;)"' • 
") .

A

.713 
.n 

.56 .:;4 
.55 

.64 

.52 

.53 .73 

.513 

!.[ 
MD , 
!>!D2 : 
H2 ' 

.67 

.50 

.96 
,95 

F 
Fu • 

OJ'
FD-. 
F2 

.135 
.95 .65 

.53 

N 
co 

T 
TD 
TD2: 
T2 

.95 
.93 

V 

I .55 .64 

C 

Cd -.57 -.53 

H -.65 .60 

Hd 

y 

ANC; 

!/ Only values larger than .50 are recorded. 



Appt.>nJix tublt' 7--Association bet",e~n distance 1./ and size and mix of 
major basic industries, nonmetro counties, 

--,---

Variable 

,..--~-.----

Agriculture 
NUmbl:'r employed 
l'erl'ent employed 

Hining 
Number employed 
Pereent employed 

~[anufac tu ring 
Number- employeJ 
Percent emp1oYf.>J 

Transportation 

Number employed 

PerCl'nt employed 


11 Distance from 
miles. 
II Less than .01. 

four regions, western U.S., 1970 

Region 

Intcr-
Plains Hountain Coast

mountain 

Correlation coefficient! r 

.08 .11 .07 . :1..2 

.01 2/ .12 .01-' 

'21 ]j .04 .04 

II .04 ]j .28 

.05 .18 .10 .23 

.05 .07 .02 .05 

.04 .02 .07 .02 

.01 ]j .01 .03 

largest city in county to Rand HcNally trade center in 

29 
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Appendix table 8--Designated regional trade centers, 

Trade center 

Wyoming 
Cheyenne (Scotts Bluff, 

Nebr.) 

Casper: 

Sheridan 

Rock Springs 


Colorado 

Gr:eeley 

Colorado S p r:ings 

Grand JunC tion 

Denver 

Pueblo 

Durango 


Nontana 

Hiles City 

Billings 

Gr:eat Falls 

Havr:e 

Bozeman 

HL'lena 

Kalispell 

~lissoula 

Butte 

Arizona 

Flagstaff 

D,)uglas 

~;l. 'g.;ll t.1.s 

Tucson 

Yuma 

Phoenix 


Washington 

Spl.)kane 

Hall.a \';alla 

l.Jenatcht'e 

Bellingham 

SenttlL' 

Olympia 

Yakima 

T'h.:oma 

Purt Angt>les 

Brt'mt'rton 

,\lwrde en 


-~-_______c 

western U.S., 1970 

Trade center 

Longview 

:Oregon 
Walla Walla, Wash. 
Portland 
Salem 
Eugene 
Roseburg 
Coos Bay 
Nec.for:d 
Klamath Falls 

: Galifornia 
Klamath Falls, Ore. 
Eureka 
Redding 
Reno, Nev. 
Santa Rosa 
Sacramento 
Chico/Oroville 
San Francisco/Oakland/ 

San Jose 
Santa Cruz!'Ivatsonville 
Salinas/Honterey 
Stockton 
}[odesto 
~Ierced 

Fresno 
Visalia/Hanford 
San Luis Obispo 
Santa Barbara 
Bakersfield 
Oxnard/Ventura 
Los Angeles 
San Diego 
El Centr:o/Calexico 
San Bernadino/Riverside 
Harysville 

: Idaho 
T~vin Fal] s 
Le,vis ton 
Boise 
Poc<.'l.tello 
Idaho Falls 

Trade center 

: Ne\v Hexico 
Santa Fe 
Clovis 
Albuquerque 
Gallup 
Ros\vell 
Carlsbad 
Hobbs 

: Texas 
: El Paso 
: Amarillo 

:Utah 
Salt Lake City 
Ogden 
Provo 
Logan 

: Nevada 
: Las Vegas 
: Reno 

:North Dakota 
Williston 
Dickinson 
Bismarck 
Ninot 
Grand Forks 
Fargo 

:South Dakota 
. 	 Rapid City 

Aberdeen 
Huron 
Hitchell (Sioux City, 

IO\va) 

WatertO\vn 

Sioux Falls 


Slmn't': 197\) R.lnd ,t.l~~Nally Gornnwrcial Atlas and Narketing Guide, Rand }lcNally 
,lUll en., eh ieHso. 
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